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Introduction

Many problems caused by humans like global warming 
have made waves that hit the coast bigger. The people that 
live near the coast are having hard times with the beach 
getting washed away more and more, with every passing 
year waves are getting bigger and bigger. Here are some 
ways to stop the waves.



The Big Question

What type of sea barrier prevents more of coastal erosion? 
Are sea walls better to use against coastal erosion or do 
groins or nothing do better? To figure this out we will need 
to research and test with a model.



Hypothesis

I think that the sea wall would be better because It’s fully 
protecting the beach rather then just breaking up the waves 
like how the groins do. So even though groins split the 
waves, the water still gets on the beach and ruins the 
beach.



Research
●  No barrier
●  There's nothing there
●  It doesn't do anything.
● It cost nothing.

●  Sea wall
●  Sea walls are usually made from concrete.
●  Sea walls are always at the coast.
●  Sea walls stop waves from hitting the beach.

● Groin
● Groins are a structure that is usually made by wood, stone or concrete.
● Groins are always perpendicular to the beach.
● Groins split incoming waves so that there isn't as much erosion.

     



Materials

1. Metal paint pan
2. Water
3. Blue dye/food coloring
4. Popsicle sticks
5. Sand
6. Tape Measure



Procedure

No Barrier: First take the metal paint pan then pour the sand on the 
shallow side of the pan. After you've poured the sand put the water on the 
deep side of the pan and put the blue dye in the water. To test your model you 
have to use something to push the water to model the waves. Then get a tape 
measure to see how far the water went up the beach.

Sea Wall: First do all of the things you did in no barrier but then get the 
popsicle sticks and make an angled wall parallel to the beach. Do the same 
way to model the waves as the no barrier. Also use a tape measure to measure 
it.

The Groins: First do the same thing as the last two. Then put down the 
popsicle sticks perpendicular to the beach. Then do the same thing thing as 
the last two to model the waves. Measure with a tape measure like the last 
two.



Data

The  model showed me that for the less sloped beach the 
no barrier and the Groins did better than the Sea wall but 
on the highly sloped beach just the Groins did better than 
the other two.



Graph: How Far Did the Water Get to?
(Less Sloped)



Graph: How Far Did The Water Get to? 
(Highly Sloped)



Results

I think the reason I the Sea wall didn't do good is that the 
water slipped through the sides and the water got stuck in 
front of the Sea wall which was far back enough that when 
the water stayed there it didn’t go back down into the 
“ocean”.



Conclusion

From what the graphs on the last two pages show us that 
the best thing for less sloped beaches is a tie between No 
Barrier and Groins. But the best thing for Highly Sloped 
beaches is just the Groins. This was not what I thought 
would happen (which was that I thought the Sea Walls 
would be the best for them.) So there we have it, our 
answer.


